Step 1. Using the self tapping screws provided, attach the liner track to the top of the pool wall with the bottom of the track flush with the face of the panel. Space the screws approximately 14” apart, making sure the ends of the track are butted tightly together.

Note. During cold weather it may be necessary to warm the pool panels. Apply heat (with a heat gun) to the panel just prior to sticking the form.

Step 2. Peel the brown paper from the double faced tape (one foot at a time) and attach the form to the panel pressing the rib of foam (just above the tapes) into the liner track. The plastic arrows embedded into the foam (at 6” intervals) snap into the track (with a snapping sound) by pressing against the back of the form with the palm of the hand.

Step 3. Peel the brown paper from the double faced tape on the face of the form. Stick the fiber-optic receiver track (provided) to the face of the form.

Step 4. Vibrate or tap the form vigorously while pouring to insure against honeycomb (air bubbles or rock pockets).

Step 5. When the concrete is strong enough to support its own weight the forms should be removed. To remove the forms peel the form away and down exposing the concrete edge to be finished.

Note: Removing the forms one piece at a time will help keep the moisture in the concrete to allow adequate time to finish.